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progression from metaphase to anaphase. The central and C-terminal
regions of Dis1 are sufficient for interactions with microtubules and the
kinetochore, respectively. In anaphase, the GFP signals of both Dis1 and Mtc1
suddenly separate and move quickly toward opposite spindle poles.
Conclusions: Fission yeast Dis1 and Mtc1 are members of an evolutionarily
conserved microtubule binding protein family that includes frog XMAP215.
Dis1 and Mtc1 are implicated in stabilizing kinetochore microtubules in
metaphase and so counteract the action of microtubule destabilizing factors
that dominate in anaphase. Dis1 may play a dual role by becoming a part
of the kinetochores in an M phase–specific manner, and it may possibly
generate connections between kinetochores and microtubules.
Introduction pombe is an authentic, non-kinesin–related, microtubule-
associating protein. The central domain of Dis1 binds toThe formation of kinetochore microtubules and the exe-
cution of their function lie at the very heart of the mitotic microtubules in vitro, and the protein colocalizes with
microtubules in vivo [8, 9]. Mutations in dis1 were initiallyprocess [1–7]. In the metaphase mitotic spindle, the minus
ends of kinetochore microtubules are bound to the spindle identified as cold-sensitive (cs) mutations that blocked the
correct segregation of chromosomes [10]. Chromosomespoles, while the plus ends associate with the kinetochores.
When the chromosome is in its final state of orientation, were highly condensed in both cs and deletion mutants
at the restrictive temperature, but sister chromatids neverthe kinetochores of the two sister chromatids face opposite
poles. Upon anaphase onset, kinetochore microtubules separated, despite the fact that the spindle elongated (dis
stands for defective in sister chromatid separation). Usingensure minimal missegregation of chromosomes by guid-
ing the newly separated sister chromatids to opposite a GFP-marked spindle pole body (SPB) protein to visual-
ize the mitotic spindle in living dis1 mutant cells, wepoles. Proteins that ensure these vital connections be-
tween microtubules and kinetochores may act as a bridge showed that spindle elongation was continuous and that
the halt in elongation usually seen during metaphase inbetween these two structures by binding to both microtu-
bules and kinetochores. wild-type cells did not occur [11]. Thus, mitosis in dis1
mutant cells appeared to lack a metaphase stage. These
phenotypes were interpreted as showing that kinetochoreThe Dis1 protein of the fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces
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microtubules were defective in dis1 mutants and that the Figure 1 (see also Movie 2a in the Supplementary mate-
rial). In the right-hand panels of Figure 1, control timepulling forces of the spindle were not opposed by counter-
lapse images (also taken at 8 s intervals) of a mitoticbalancing forces arising from the connection between ki-
cell show tubulin-GFP (Movie 2b in the Supplementarynetochores and microtubules and between the two sister
material). Signals of Dis1-GFP were initially seen as ellip-chromatids. The rapid loss of linear artificial minichromo-
soidal aggregates (indicated by an arrowhead), which thensomes at the permissive temperature [10] in dis1 mutants
redistributed into clearly distinguishable dots (two intenseis consistent with a defect in kinetochore function.
and two weak dots are often seen in a metaphase-like
stage, indicated by the asterisk). The signals then rapidly
split into two (indicated by the arrow). This very fastThe Dis1 protein belongs to an evolutionarily conserved
splitting was completed within 30 s. Poleward movementfamily of proteins, including human ch-TOG [12], frog
was fast, several mm per min, and roughly equivalent toXMAP215 [13], fly minispindles [14], and budding yeast
that of pericentromeric DNA movement toward the polesStu2p [15]. In this paper we report that the Dis1 protein
in anaphase A [11] when the movement was visualizedcoprecipitated with the central centromeric DNA in an
by the LacI-GFP [16] method. The rate was much fasterM phase–specific manner and that the movements of
than that of subsequent anaphase B spindle elongationDis1-GFP signals mimic the behavior and dynamics of
(less than 1 mm/min). A clear distinction exists betweenkinetochores as cells progress from metaphase to ana-
fast anaphase A and slow anaphase B in fission yeast. Inphase. Dis1 is the first fission yeast protein to be shown
Figure 7c (left panel), a series of still images, taken withto associate with both microtubules and the centromeric
a CCD camera, of Dis1-GFP in living cells are shownDNA of the kinetochore, possibly as a bridge. We also
alongside tubulin-GFP images of the same stages.show that a protein highly related to Dis1, called Mtc1,
behaves in a similar but not identical manner to Dis1.
Their behavior suggests that these two related molecules In sharp contrast, control images that we obtained by
have significant differences in the way in which they observing cells containing tubulin-GFP (right panel)
interact with microtubules. showed no variation in the distribution or intensity of
spindle fluorescence as this rod shaped spindle elongated
from prophase to anaphase. The bulk of the microtubules
Results at this stage run from pole to pole [2]. These differences in
Kinetochore behavior of Dis1-GFP in mitosis behavior between Dis1-GFP and tubulin-GFP indicated
in living cells that Dis1-GFP dramatically altered the mode of its inter-
To determine the precise intracellular localization of action with microtubules as the cell went from interphase
Dis1-GFP in the cell cycle, we constructed a strain in into mitosis. The profile and kinetics of Dis1-GFP move-
which the endogenous dis11 gene was fused to GFP. The ments were highly reminiscent of those seen when the
fused protein is therefore expressed under the control of kinetochore proteins, Mis6, Mis12, and CENP-A, have
the native promoter from the native locus. A previous been fused to GFP [17–19]. Dis1-GFP hence appeared
localization study [8] employed an overproducing condi- to have low affinity for pole-to-pole microtubules during
tion by using a multicopy plasmid carrying the dis11-GFP metaphase and early anaphase.
gene and failed to show proper localization in mitotic
cells, as described below. A confocal microscope was used
Kinetochore-like behavior of Dis1 as visualizedfor the collection of fluorescent images in living cells by immunofluorescence microscopy
cultured in the synthetic EMM2 medium. Consistent To determine whether Dis1-GFP was enriched in the
with the previous study, time lapse images of an in- same region of the spindle as the centromeres, we pro-
terphase Dis1-GFP cell showed fluorescent signals along cessed the dis11-GFP strain for immunofluorescence mi-
cytoplasmic microtubules. A series of images was taken croscopy and stained it with rabbit anti-GFP (against
at 8 s intervals from cells cultured at 268C (Movie 1a in Dis1) and monoclonal mouse anti-tubulin antibodies.
the Supplementary material available with the electronic Dis1-GFP signals were present as dots along the meta-
version of this article on the internet). These images were phase spindle (Figure 2a) and in two clusters of dots on
indistinguishable from the movement of control tubulin- the anaphase spindle (Figure 2b). Three to six Dis1-GFP
GFP (Movie 1b in the Supplementary material). Dis1 dots were seen in the short metaphase spindle (S. pombe
contains the microtubule binding domain in its central has three chromosomes), consistent with the notion that
region, and it has been shown to bind firmly to microtu- Dis1-GFP colocalized with kinetochores during mitosis.
bules [9]. Upon entry into mitosis, cytoplasmic Dis1-GFP As cells went from metaphase to anaphase, these central
was rapidly mobilized into the nucleus and located along dots disappeared, and intense staining was seen near the
the short spindle. The time lapse images of a mitotic cell SPBs. In late anaphase and telophase, Dis1-GFP signals
were abundant along the spindle microtubules near thetaken at 8 s intervals are shown the left-hand panels of
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Figure 1
Localization of Dis1-GFP in living cells. GFP images of mitotically of the signals. The splitting of the Dis1-GFP signals and the movement
dividing cells containing the integrated Dis1-GFP (left panel) and of these signals to the poles takes place within 24 s. In images of
tubulin-GFP (right) taken at 8 s intervals. The arrowhead indicates tubulin-GFP, spindle microtubules are seen. See Movie 1 in the
ellipsoidal aggregates of Dis1-GFP signals; the asterisk indicates Supplementary material.
dot-like signals; the arrow indicates the completion of fast splitting
poles, which is consistent with still images of live cells Dis1-Myc coprecipitated with the central region
of centromere DNA in an M phase–specific manner(Figure 7c, left panel).
Using previously described procedures [17, 20], we used
CHIP (chromatin immunoprecipitation) analysis to deter-It is possible that the fusion of the GFP-coding sequences
mine whether Dis1 physically associated with centromericto dis11 might perturb Dis1 protein function so that the
DNA during mitosis. For this purpose, we constructed adistribution of the fusion protein might not accurately
strain in which the dis11 gene was tagged with eightrepresent the behavior of the native molecule. We there-
copies of Myc epitope at its native, genomic locus. Thefore used polyclonal antibodies raised against recombinant
resulting Myc-tagged Dis1 protein was immunoprecipi-Dis1 protein [8] to stain the endogenous protein in wild-
tated by antibodies that recognized the Myc epitope. Co-type cells by immunofluorescence microscopy (Figure
precipitated DNA molecules were PCR amplified by the2b). The staining pattern with the antibodies was indistin-
various centromere and non-centromere DNA probesguishable from that of wild-type Dis1.
shown in Figure 3a (top panel). In order to determine
whether interactions were specific for mitosis, we carriedWe next measured the length of individual spindles and
out the CHIP experiment in a temperature-sensitive cut9-asked whether Dis1 associated with the center (filled
665 mutant background and incubated cells at the restric-column, putative kinetochore staining) or poles (open col-
tive temperature of 368C (Figure 3a, lower panel). Cut9umn) of each spindle. Plotting the data in Figure 2c con-
is an essential component of the APC/cyclosome complex,vincingly shows that Dis1 signals separated upon the pro-
so cut9 mutant cells arrest at metaphase after 5 hr atgression from metaphase to anaphase. The transition
368C in EMM2 medium [21]. In a growing asynchronousspindle length of around 2.5 mm was identical to the
length of the metaphase spindle. culture of cut9-665 dis11-myc cells at 268C, a weak signal
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Figure 2
Double immunostaining of an S. pombe strain
containing the integrated Dis1-GFP gene or
the dis11 gene. Cells were cultured in YPD
medium at 338C and fixed by
paraformaldehyde. (a) Immunostaining of the
cells integrated with the Dis1-GFP. From top
to bottom, the panels show stained images of
DNA (with DAPI), microtubules (with anti-
tubulin antibody TAT1), Dis1-GFP (with anti-
GFP), and merged images (red for tubulin
and green for Dis1). (b) Wild-type cells were
stained with the same procedure as indicated
in (a), except that Dis1 was detected by rabbit
anti-Dis1 antibodies. The staining patterns
observed after either procedure were
indistinguishable. Starting with mitotic
metaphase cells, each set of panels is
presented in two rows from the left. Dis1-
GFP signals were located along the spindle
in its central region. More than three dots
were occasionally observed. The figures in the
second row from the right show mitotic
anaphase cells. Dis1-GFP signals were seen
near the spindle poles and along the mitotic
spindle near the poles of late-anaphase and
telophase cells. (c) A plot of the frequency
of localization of the Dis1 signal on the spindle
microtubules versus the length of the
microtubules. On the short spindle micro-
tubules (about 2 mm), Dis1 locates in the
central region (central). In contrast, Dis1
stains both ends of longer spindle
microtubules (3–8 mm [pole]). The scale bars
represent 5 mm.
was obtained for the cnt1 DNA in the central centromere associated equally well with Mis6-Myc [17, 20]. These
results established that Dis1-Myc associated with the cen-1 [22]. Signals for other DNA probes, dg (outer repetitive
centromere sequence), lys1 (near-centromeric unique tral, nonrepetitious kinetochore DNA in an M phase–
dependent manner. Consistently, immunofluorescenceprobe), and C1750 (an arm sequence), were barely de-
tected. The signal obtained with the cnt1 DNA probe micrographs for which anti-Dis1 antibodies (Figure 3b)
was dramatically increased in metaphase-arrested cut9 ex- were used revealed localization of kinetochore-like signals
tracts. The signal obtained for imr1 also increased, al- in metaphase-arrested cut9 mutant cells. The low-level
though it was still much weaker than the cnt1 signal. positive signal at the permissive temperature is probably
Control CHIP patterns for the authentic kinetochore chro- due to the 10% of the growing cell population that is in
matin protein, Mis6-Myc, are shown. As we have pre- mitosis.
viously reported, the central and innermost repeat DNA
molecules which are essential for kinetochore chromatin To demonstrate that the association of Dis1 with centro-
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Figure 3
CHIP analysis of Dis1-Myc. (a) Temperature-sensitive cut9-665 arrest. DNA, Dis1-Myc protein, and microtubules were stained,
mutant cells bearing an integrated Dis1-Myc gene were cultured in respectively, with DAPI, anti-Dis1, and anti-tubulin antibody TAT1.
the synthetic EMM2 medium at 268C before the temperature was (c) Temperature-sensitive cdc25-22 mutant cells bearing an integrated
shifted to 368C, and culturing continued for a further 5 hr to arrest Dis1-Myc gene were cultured in YPD medium at 268C before the
cell cycle progression in metaphase. Samples were then taken for the temperaturewas shifted to 368C, and they were cultured for a further
CHIP analysis. Approximately 70%–80% of cells showed 4 hr to arrest cells in late G2 phase. Cells were released in YPD
hypercondensed metaphase chromosomes after 5 hr at 368C. Cells at 268C before samples were taken at the indicated times for CHIP
carrying the integrated Mis6-Myc gene were used as a control for analysis. The top and bottom figures show the results of CHIP
CHIP analysis. Mis6 is a kinetochore protein. The DNA probes used analysis and the degree of synchrony, respectively. Dis1 associates
were cnt1 (central centromere sequence), imr1 (innermost repeat), with the centromeric DNA in an M phase–specific manner. (d) Cold-
dg (outer repeat), lys1 (close to cen1), and c1750 (arm sequence). sensitive nda3 mutant cells bearing an integrated Dis1-Myc gene were
Mis6 is present in the centromere regions throughout the cell cycle, cultured in YPD at 338C before the temperature was shifted to
whereas Dis1 associates only with the central centromere region and 208C, and they were cultured for a further 8 hr to arrest cells in
only during M phase. (b) Double immunostaining of S. pombe cut9 prophase. The association of Dis1 with the centromeric DNA was
mutant cells integrated with the Dis1-Myc gene. The sample was the weaker in nda3-311–arrested cells than in cut9-665–arrested cells.
same as that taken for CHIP analysis as shown in (a) for mitotic
meric sequences was not restricted to an arrested mutant phase and peaked at 40–50 min. This result indicated
that metaphase occurred at 20–30 min, and together thesecontext, we used similar CHIP experiments to monitor
the association as synchronized cells entered mitosis (Fig- findings indicated that Dis1 was fully bound to metaphase
and also anaphase A. Even in anaphase B, a fraction ofure 3c). The culture of late G2–arrested cdc25-22 mutant
cells was released to 268C, and samples were taken at Dis1 seemed to be bound to the centromeric DNA.
10–15 min for CHIP analysis. The association of Dis1-
Myc with the centromeric DNA cnt1 reached a maximum We next asked whether the association of Dis1 with the
centromeric DNA was dependent on microtubules. Thein a metaphase-specific peak at 30–40 min. The frequency
of two nuclei without septum corresponded to late ana- CHIP experiment was hence performed with extracts pre-
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Figure 4
Localization of the C-terminal Dis1-YFP
fragment and Mis12-CFP protein by double
color tagging. Upper panel: A schematic
representation of the C-terminal fragment of
Dis1 fused with YFP (Cter-YFP). When
overproduced from a multicopy plasmid, this
fragment was able to complement the cs
phenotype of dis1 deletion mutant cells. This
expressed fragment lacked the central
microtubule binding domain. Lower panel:
Comparative localization in the same cells of
the Cter-YFP and Mis12-CFP, an authentic
centromere protein. The Cter-YFP signal does
not locate along microtubules. Instead, it is
only found in the nucleus, and it is enriched
in the region identical to that of Mis12-CFP.
From the left to the right panels, the signal of
DNA, Mis12-CFP, Cter-YFP, and merged
images (red for Mis12-CFP and green for Cter-
YFP) are shown, respectively. The scale bar
represents 10 mm.
pared from cells of the b-tubulin mutant nda3-311 arrested YFP and Mis12-CFP in the same cells indicated that
the Cter-YFP signals were specifically enhanced at theunder restrictive conditions (208C, 8 hr), which resulted
in a complete absence of spindles and the accumulation centromeres. This was especially clear during mitosis. A
possible interpretation of these observations is that theof highly condensed chromosomes. The association of
Dis1 with the centromeric cnt1 sequence clearly occurred carboxy terminus of Dis1 contains a domain that has an
affinity for centromeric DNA. The microtubule binding(Figure 3d), but it was significantly reduced in comparison
to the intensity of the interaction found in metaphase- domain in a different region that is not present in Cter-
YFP may therefore facilitate efficient capture of microtu-arrested cut9-cells.
bules by kinetochores. Such an interaction would ensure
kinetochore links to the pole via microtubule captureColocalization of the C-terminal Dis1
with the kinetochores upon the entry into mitosis.
It has previously been established that the cold-sensitive
phenotype of dis1 mutants was suppressed by a multicopy The Dis1-related protein Mtc1 is able to bind
to microtubules in vitroplasmid carrying just the C-terminal region and not the
microtubule binding region of the protein [9]. The C Searching the S. pombe genome database with the Dis1
amino acid sequence allowed the identification of a re-terminus was thus shown to be important for the function
of the molecule. Consistently, all of the initially isolated lated gene to which we refer as mtc11 (microtubule to
centromere). T. Toda (personal communication) identi-cold-sensitive dis1 mutants contained nonsense mutations
and lacked the C terminus [8]. We therefore seeked to fied the same gene as alp141. The overall similarity be-
tween Dis1 and Mtc1/Alp14 is depicted in Figure 5a.find out how the elevated dosage of the C-terminal do-
main could suppress the dis1 mutant phenotype by exam- Gene disruption indicated that, in contrast to the cold-
sensitive phenotype of Ddis1, disruption of mtc11 resultedining the localization of a YFP-tagged C-terminal frag-
ment of Dis1 (Cter-YFP) after its expression from a in a temperature-sensitive phenotype. Cells bearing the
Dmtc1 gene disruption showed mitotic defects and exten-multicopy plasmid. To determine the degree of associa-
tion of Cter-YFP with the kinetochore, we tagged the sive cell shape abnormalities (Figure 5b). In interphase
cells, cytoplasmic microtubules were rarely observed,kinetochore protein Mis12 with CFP to mark the kineto-
chores with a different color. Through the use of appro- even at the permissive temperature, and this finding sug-
gested that Mtc1 was required for normal stability of cyto-priate filters, we were able to observe Mis12-CFP and
Cter-YFP independently in the same cells [23]. The Cter- plasmic microtubules. Cells with chromosomes that were
stretched or missegregated along partly elongated spin-YFP did not locate along microtubules in either interphase
or mitosis, but it was located within the nucleus through- dles were common at 368C. The late-anaphase spindle
became abnormally thin, and this observation is consistentout the cell cycle (Figure 4). A comparison of the Cter-
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Figure 5
Mtc1, a homolog of Dis1, and its deletion
phenotype. (a) Amino acid sequence
alignment of Dis1 and Mtc1. A repeat
sequence that is found twice within the N to
central regions is shown in blue, while
microtubule binding domains are in the
central to near C-termini (red for Dis1 and
green for Mtc1). The microtubule-associating
region of Mtc1 lies within the region from
amino acids 559–709, while that for Dis1
lies between amino acids 518–646. Coiled-
coil regions (amino acids 680–780 for Dis1
and 640-700 for Mtc1) are found near the C
termini of both molecules. (b) Gene
disruption phenotype of Dmtc1. One-step
gene replacement was used to disrupt the
mtc11 gene, and this disruption produced a
strain that had a ts growth phenotype. Left
panel: gene-disrupted Dmtc1 cells. Right
panel: wild-type control. Both were grown in
EMM2 medium at 268C and were then shifted
to 368C for 4 hrs. In Dmtc1 mutant cells,
cytoplasmic microtubules were rarely seen,
and the anti-tubulin antibody staining pattern
was weak, even at 268C. Cell shape
abnormalities were prominent at 368C.
Spindle microtubules can be seen along with
aberrant chromosome segregation.
Anaphase cells often contained the long, thin
spindles, and this finding suggests that Mtc1
might be required for normal anaphase
spindles. The scale bar represents 10 mm.
with an involvement of Mtc1 in regulating microtubule tion assay [9]. Multiple truncated forms of Mtc1 were
expressed in E. coli (protein bands were seen by Coomasiestability. Combined disruption of dis11 and mtc11 resulted
in synthetic lethality and severe cell shape abnormalities brilliant blue staining). These proteins were tested for
their ability to interact with microtubules by overlaying(unpublished data), indicating that these genes have an
overlapping function that is essential for cell viability. microtubules on a Western blot (Figure 6). The central
to carboxyl region, amino acids 559–709 (green in FigureConsistently, the temperature-sensitive (ts) phenotype of
Dmtc1 was fully suppressed by a multicopy plasmid bear- 5a), interacted with microtubules in vitro.
ing the dis11 gene, pDIS1 (unpublished data). The Ddis1
deletion phenotype, however, was not complemented by The sequence of Mtc1 contained a C-terminal coiled-coil
a plasmid harboring mtc11 (unpublished data). Thus, structure, which was also found in the comparable region
these two genes shared a similar but nonidentical func- of Dis1 [9]. Interestingly, the sequence of the budding
tion. While the double mutant combination Dmtc1 mis6ts yeast Stu2p [15] predicts a coiled-coil structure in the
was not synthetic lethal, Dmtc1 mis12ts cells were inviable same region, and this suggests that the C termini might
at 338C, and this result suggests a role for Mtc1 in kineto- share a common, physiologically relevant function.
chore function.
Localization of Mtc1-GFP in the transition
While the central region of Dis1 binds microtubules (indi- from metaphase to anaphase
cated by red in Figure 5a), amino acid sequence compari- In order to compare the intracellular distribution of Mtc1
sons revealed no obvious similarity between this part of with that of Dis1, we used a confocal microscope to ob-
Dis1 and the analogous central region of Mtc1. To deter- serve a wild-type strain in which the Mtc1 gene was tagged
mine whether Mtc1 was able to bind to microtubules in with GFP and integrated at the native locus under the
control of the native promoter. Examples of time lapsevitro, we performed a far-Western protein-protein interac-
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Figure 6
Association of bovine brain tubulin with truncated fragments of Mtc1. immunoblot patterns obtained by anti-tubulin antibodies are shown.
(Left panel) Carboxy-truncated Mtc1 proteins were produced in (Right panel) Amino-truncated Mtc1 proteins were also examined by the
bacteria, run in SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, and examined same procedures. These two sets of results clearly showed that the
for their ability to interact with bovine tubulin by the far Western methods central to C-terminal region was responsible for interacting with
(Nakaseko et al., 1996). Coomasie brilliant blue staining and microtubules.
images, taken at 8 s intervals, of interphase and mitotic spread out along the spindle in anaphase after kinetochore
cells are shown in Figure 7a,b, respectively (for detailed splitting. Thus, the association of Mtc1-GFP with kineto-
movements, see Movie 3a,b in the Supplementary mate- chores and kinetochore microtubules appeared to be less
rial). Interphase cells showed visible dots, which moved specific than that observed for Dis1-GFP.
very quickly back and forth along microtubules (indicated
by an arrowhead). Such dots were never seen during the Discussion
observation of Dis1-GFP. In mitotic cells, Mtc1-GFP The fission yeast Dis1 protein is essential for sister chro-
moved to the nucleus and was seen in a series of discrete matid separation [10]. Dis1 binds to both interphase cyto-
dots. Mtc1-GFP signals often appeared to be “blobs” and plasmic and mitotic spindle microtubules [8, 9] and is
remained along the spindle even after the rapid separation required for the correct progression from prophase to
of the bulk of the GFP signals toward the poles during metaphase [11]. In this study, we have defined two novel
anaphase (indicated by an arrow). properties of the Dis1 protein. First, CHIP analyses dem-
onstrated that Dis1 coprecipitated with the centromeric
DNA of the kinetochore in an M phase–specific manner.For comparison, still images of Dis1-GFP, Mtc1-GFP,
Both metaphase-arrested cells and cells progressing nor-and a-tubulin-GFP in living cells were taken with a CCD
mally through mitosis showed an association betweencamera and are shown in Figure 7c. Upon the transition
Dis1 and centromeric DNA. We used three centromerefrom metaphase to anaphase, Dis1-GFP signals showed
a dramatic separation, while some Mtc1 “blobs” remained DNA probes in CHIP analyses: the central cnt, innermost-
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repeat imr, and outer repeat dg. Only cnt, the non-repeti- chores and microtubules is thought to be the major source
of the forces that resist the pulling forces of spindle elon-tious AT-rich central sequence, strongly interacted with
Dis1. The central cnt spans several kilobases and is there- gation in anaphase.
fore long enough to interact with multiple microtubules
Dis1 has at least three functional domains. While the[2]. Second, very abrupt splitting of the Dis1-GFP signals
function of the repetitive region in the N terminus is yettoward the spindle poles could be observed in anaphase.
to be determined, the central domain is responsible forThis movement coincided with the dissociation of Dis1
microtubule binding, and the near C terminus appears tofrom centromeric DNA. The behavior of Dis1-GFP dur-
be sufficient for kinetochore localization. It remains to being the transition from metaphase to anaphase was highly
determined whether Dis1 binds directly to the centro-reminiscent of that of authentic kinetochore chromatin
meric DNA of the kinetochore or whether the associa-proteins or centromere-proximal DNA. The carboxy ter-
tion is mediated via interaction with an unidentified pro-minus of Dis1 seemed to be important for the association
tein complex (indicated by a question mark in Figure 8).of the molecule with kinetochores. This is consistent with
The behavior of the GFP fusion protein indicated thatthe previous demonstration that the expression of high
the C terminus is important for interaction with kineto-levels of a C-terminal fragment of the protein comple-
chore proteins (such as Mis6, Mis12, and CENP-A) ormented the cs2 phenotype of the Ddis1 deletion [9]. More-
DNA (cnt).over, the truncated Dis1 lacking the C terminus was lo-
cated in the cytoplasm [9]. The association of Dis1 with
The Mtc1/Alp14 protein was identified because of itsthe centromeric DNA still occurred in nda3-311 mutant
homology to Dis1. Dis1 and Mtc1 must share a functioncells, which completely lacked a spindle, and this result
that is essential for cell viability because the double mu-strongly suggests that Dis1 alone could bind the centro-
tant was lethal. The following findings are also consistentmeric DNA in mitosis. However, the presence of spindle
with a related function for these two homologues. First,microtubules appeared to facilitate efficient Dis1/kineto-
the elevation of the dis11 gene dosage suppressed thechore interactions. These results indicate that Dis1 inter-
ts phenotype of the Dmtc1 deletion. Second, the centralacts with both kinetochore microtubules and kinetochores
domain of Mtc1, like that of Dis1, contains an in vitroin M phase. We speculate that Dis1 is required to connect
kinetochore microtubules with the central region of the microtubule binding activity. Finally, Mtc1 is localized
along interphase microtubules and, at mitosis, to the SPBkinetochore DNA in an M phase–specific manner. The
microtubule binding, central domain of Dis1 may provide and the kinetochores (T. Toda, personal communication).
However, the dynamic behavior of Mtc1-GFP was nota mechanism for targeting the C-terminal domain of Dis1
to kinetochores. Dis1 is the first microtubule binding the same as that of Dis1-GFP. Mtc1-GFP signals moved
rapidly as quite distinguishable dots along the interphaseprotein to show such M phase–specific interactions with
the centromeric DNA of kinetochores. Dis1 may therefore microtubules. This kind of movement was not seen with
Dis1-GFP. A motor protein might contribute to the move-play an important role in the capture of kinetochores by
microtubules. Dis1 presumably interacts with the ends ment of Mtc1-GFP, or the dots of Mtc1-GFP may be
bound to the ends of dynamic microtubules that elongateof microtubules and stabilizes kinetochore microtubules
during metaphase (Figure 8). This hypothesis is consis- and shorten within microtubule bundles. The loss of
Mtc1, but not the loss of Dis1, leads to a dramatic loss oftent with in vitro studies of the dis11-related frog protein
XMAP215 [13]. It is also possible that the function of cytoplasmic microtubules. Mtc1 might therefore have a
more general function over microtubule dynamics thanDis1 is modified upon entry into mitosis.
Dis1, while both proteins may play a key role in regulating
Dis1-GFP signals moved as dots in metaphase and sepa- the stability of kinetochore microtubules.
rated very rapidly to the spindle poles in anaphase, and
this observation indicates that Dis1-GFP is temporally a Mtc1-GFP signals were distributed along the spindle.
The association was enhanced near the spindle poles.part of the kinetochore complex during mitosis. For Mtc1-
GFP, a similar separation of punctate fluorescent signals Some fluorescence persisted in the middle of the spindle
immediately after the fast splitting of the bulk of thewas observed, but we do not have direct physical evidence
that it is a part of the mitotic kinetochore. In CHIP experi- signal in anaphase. For Dis1-GFP, however, the GFP
signals were not present in the middle of the spindle inments in which we have used Mtc1-Myc as a probe under
the same conditions as those for Dis1-Myc, we have not anaphase but, just like centromere DNA and kinetochore
proteins, did accumulate at the poles after anaphase A.yet succeeded in detecting a more intense signal than
that of the background level (unpublished data). Mtc1- Such specificity of Dis1 localization might arise from the
stage-specific posttranslational modification of the Dis1GFP might associate with kinetochore microtubules
rather than with the kinetochore itself. In the absence of protein (phosphorylation or proteolysis). Dis1 has six Cdc2
consensus phosphorylation sites, which are actually phos-Dis1 and Mtc1 proteins, mitosis and, in particular, spindle
structure became abnormal. The link between kineto- phorylated, but Mtc1 has only one putative Cdc2 site.
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Figure 8 and this arrest was dependent upon the presence of Mad2
(K. Kinoshita and M. Y., unpublished data). At the restric-
tive temperature, alp14 mutant cells activate the Mad2-
dependent checkpoint. (T. Toda, personal communica-
tion). We report here genetic interactions between dis1
and mtc1 mutations and mutations in kinetochore chroma-
tin proteins. The double mutants mis12ts dis1cs and mis12ts
mtc1ts were synthetic lethal at 338C. Interestingly, compro-
mising Mis12 function appeared to compensate for defects
in Dis1 function, as mis12ts dis1cs mutants were viable at
228C [18].
In summary, we show that Dis1 and Mtc1/Alp14, two
A cartoon summarizing the findings of the present study. Dis1 was related fission yeast proteins, are microtubule binding
able to bind to both microtubules and kinetochores. The dynamic proteins that are required for microtubule stability duringbehavior of Dis1 during the progression from metaphase to anaphase
interphase and mitosis. Signals from GFP fusions withrevealed a very rapid splitting of the fluorescent signal, which finding
both proteins showed fast separation immediately afteris consistent with the hypothesis that Dis1 associates with
kinetochores during the progression from metaphase to anaphase. the transition from metaphase to anaphase. Dis1 is defini-
Dis1, and presumably also Mtc1, are bound to the central region (cnt) tively a part of the kinetochore during mitosis, but the
of the essential centromere region that associates with Mis6, CENP-A,
kinetochore location of Mtc1 is not conclusive from ourand Mis12.
experiments. Dis1 may play a dual role in making the
bridge between the kinetochore and the microtubules
and in regulating the stability of kinetochore microtu-
Dis1 is extremely sensitive to proteolysis [9]. Dis1 is also bules. Dis1 exhibits the most specific interaction with the
implicated in protein dephosphorylation and interacts central centromeric DNA sequences of the kinetochore.
with a G protein system; dis1 mutants exhibit synthetic GFP fusion proteins of Dis1 and Mtc1 moved poleward
lethal interaction with mutations in both the PP1 phos- during anaphase, and this observation suggests that they
phatase Dis2 and the Dis3 protein, which has been impli- associate with kinetochore microtubules but not with
cated in the regulation of the G protein Ran [10, 24, pole-to-pole microtubules in metaphase and anaphase A.
25]. Dis2 is negatively regulated by Cdc2 kinase during Dis1 and Mtc1 may counteract the action of microtubule-
metaphase [24], and Ran GTP is known to be essential destabilizing factors that may promote microtubule depoly-
for spindle formation [26–28]. Dis2 phosphatase might merization during anaphase A to shorten kinetochore mi-
directly act on the Cdc2 phosphorylation sites of Dis1 in crotubules. For a full understanding of the molecular roles
order to modify Dis1 function to enable the correct onset played by Dis1 and Mtc1, it will be vital to understand
of anaphase. Alternatively, if phosphorylated Dis1 is sensi- how Dis1 and Mtc1 are regulated during mitosis and what
tive to proteolysis, Dis2 may regulate Dis1 stability. they bind to during progression from metaphase to ana-
phase.
The previously identified kinetochore proteins, Mis6,
Mis12, and CENP-A, differ from Dis1 and Mtc1 in that Materials and methods
they are bound to the kinetochore chromatin throughout Strains
the cell cycle (Figure 8). They are essential for the forma- To obtain epitope-tagged dis1 strains, we created a NotI site at the
termination codon of the dis11 gene and used it for fusion with antion of the unusual chromatin structure in the central
epitope tag, either GFP (S65T), CFP (Clontech), YFP (Clontech), orcentromeric regions, and their loss leads to the dramatic
83Myc, at the carboxy terminus. We integrated the resultant DNA frag-missegregation of chromosomes. In contrast, dis1-dis- ments onto the chromosome of S. pombe haploid cells by replacing the
rupted cells arrested in the M phase in the absence of endogenous dis11 gene by using ura41 as a selective marker. The full-
length dis11 gene fused with either epitope tag could suppress thechromosome segregation at the restrictive temperature,
Comparable localization of Mtc1-GFP, Dis1-GFP, and tubulin-GFP. cells. Also see Movie 3b in the Supplementary material. (c) Still images
(a) Living interphase cells revealing Mtc1-GFP signals along of Dis1-GFP, Mtc1-GFP, and tubulin-GFP taken by a CCD camera
cytoplasmic microtubule arrays. The images were taken at 8 s intervals. are shown for comparison, as follows: Dis1-GFP (left), Mtc1-GFP
The dot-like signal (indicated by the arrowhead) moved very quickly along (middle), and tubulin-GFP (right). DNA images stained by Hoechst
microtubules. See Movie 3a in the Supplementary material. (b) Living 33342 are also shown as control. “I” indicates interphase cells; “P”
mitotic cells again show the dot-like signals, but this time along the indicates prophase cells; “M” indicates prometa- and metaphase
spindle. Rapid splitting occurred (indicated by the arrow), but some cells; “A” indicates anaphase cells; and “T” indicates telophase cells.
signals remained in the central spindle region. The regions near the The scale bars represent 10 mm.
SPBs displayed the Mtc1-GFP signals in prophase and prometaphase
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phenotype of dis1 mutants, and this result indicates that the tagged dis1 Supplementary material
Time-lapse images are available as Supplementary movies with the elec-genes were functional. Strains that contained epitope-tagged, integrated
versions of mtc11 or mis121 were made in similar way. The expression tronic version of this article at http://www.current-biology.com/supmat/
supmatin.htm.of the epitope-tagged genes and the identification of the gene product
in S. pombe cells were confirmed by immunoblotting and Southern blot
hybridization. The tubulin-GFP construct was a gift from Y. Hiraoka [29], Acknowledgements
and it was modified as described [30]. We are greatly indebted to Takashi Toda for information prior to publication
and to Iain Hagan for critical reading of the manuscript. The present work
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